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Director's Message
Dear Rafael Dezordi,
Welcome to the May / June issue of the ISSP News!
In keeping with the year to date, this spring has been an extremely active
period for the ISSP across our three activity streams: research, outreach and
teaching/training.
In research, we are busy planning our research and engagement strategy for
Trust in Transition, the next three-year project of Positive Energy, which will
focus on how to build and maintain public confidence in energy transition
decision-making. We also held the annual research team workshop for @Risk,
our two-year research study on strengthening risk management frameworks
in the public health, genomics and energy sectors.
In outreach, we organized a panel on public engagement in risk governance
decision-making as part of the @Risk workshop, and were delighted to host a
second public panel on the promise and perils of artificial intelligence through
our partnership with the Royal Canadian Institute for Science.
In teaching and training, our Collaborative Master’s program in Science,
Society and Policy is recruiting for next year’s cohort. We were also pleased
to partner with Science Outside the Lab-North to support SotL’s Ottawa
training.

https://mailchi.mp/848fc53f6273/issp-news-januaryfebruary-261395?e=ea902b1460
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We hope you enjoy this issue of the ISSP News and wish you all the best for
the summer.
Kind regards,
Monica Gattinger

Member Spotlight: Paul Dufour
Paul Dufour, Senior Fellow and Adjunct Professor at the ISSP, has been senior
adviser in science policy with several Canadian agencies and organizations
over the course of four decades. Among these: senior program specialist with
the International Development Research Centre, and interim Executive
Director at the former Office of the National Science Advisor to the Canadian
government advising on international S&T matters and broad questions of
R&D policy directions for the country.
Born in Montreal, Mr. Dufour was educated at McGill, the Université de
Montreal and Concordia University in the history of science and science policy,
https://mailchi.mp/848fc53f6273/issp-news-januaryfebruary-261395?e=ea902b1460
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and has had practical S&T policy experience for over three decades having
been with such bodies as the Science Council of Canada, the Ministry of State
for Science and Technology, Foreign Affairs, and special adviser to the Prime
Minister's Advisory Council on S&T.
Paul is on the Board of Directors of the Science & Policy Exchange and is a
member of the Investment Committee for Grand Challenges Canada. He
lectures regularly on science policy and has authored numerous articles on
international S&T relations and Canadian innovation policy. He is the series
co-editor of the Cartermill Guides to World Science and author of the Canada
chapter for the UNESCO Science Report released in November 2015 - Canada
(AR, CH, ES, FR, RU) and the updated Canada chapter in 2017.
He is co-editor with Agnes M. Herzberg of The Value of Science in Society and
Culture: Selections from Speeches, Essays and Articles of G.Herzberg,
Queen's Publishing. (forthcoming)

Research

@Risk
@Risk: Strengthening Canada’s Ability to Manage Risk, is a SSHRC / Genome
Canada funded two-year research project (2017-2019) that focuses on how to
reconcile the tensions inherent in public decision-making in situations where
experts and public stakeholders have different perceptions of risk and
preferences on how to mitigate risk. The research goal is to identify
conceptual frameworks and mechanisms to strengthen Canada’s risk
management capacity in situations where expert and lay public assessments
of risk differ.

https://mailchi.mp/848fc53f6273/issp-news-januaryfebruary-261395?e=ea902b1460
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The @Risk Research Team held its annual workshop in Ottawa. A public
lecture kicked off the session, entitled “Managing Risk: Should the Public
be Engaged based on Values, not Risks?” This panel explored
opportunities and challenges for improving public engagement in risk
management by including public values. During the working session, the
Team discussed and advanced case study comparisons, the draft comparative
framework, design considerations for the survey component planned for the
fall, and outreach and engagement opportunities.
Interested observers may now follow the ISSP @Risk project on its
own website. Our Twitter account was launched last year.

Positive Energy: Trust in Transition
Positive Energy uses the convening power of the university to bring together
university experts and key decision-makers from industry, government,
Indigenous communities, local communities and environmental organizations
to determine how energy resources can be developed in a way that garners
acceptance and benefits society at large. Positive Energy undertakes
pragmatic, applied, solution-oriented research to find out what works, what
doesn’t, and how various energy interests can seek and obtain broad social
support for energy policies, regulation and individual energy projects.
As noted in the March-April newsletter, Positive Energy completed its first
three-year project in April with a major national conference. Now, the
team is turning its attention to designing the research and engagement
strategy for Trust in Transition, Positive Energy’s next three-year project.
Trust in Transition will focus on how to build and maintain public confidence in
energy transition decision-making systems, with a particular focus on the role
https://mailchi.mp/848fc53f6273/issp-news-januaryfebruary-261395?e=ea902b1460
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of municipalities and Indigenous governments in transition, social acceptance
of energy technologies, the role and place of the oil and gas sectors in
transition, and the information base needed for transition decision-making.
More information about the second phase of Positive Energy can be found
below.

Positive Energy: The Trust in Transition Project

Please visit the Positive Energy website for more information.

Outreach

Managing Risk: Should the Public be
Engaged based on Values, not Risks?
The @Risk Research Team had its annual meeting in Ottawa to continue
working on the SSHRC Partnership Development Grant. A public lecture
kicked off the session. Entitled “Managing Risk: Should the Public be
Engaged based on Values, not Risks?”, the panel explored opportunities
and challenges for improving public engagement in risk management by
https://mailchi.mp/848fc53f6273/issp-news-januaryfebruary-261395?e=ea902b1460
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including public values.
Panel members included Duane Bratt, Professor and Chair, Department of
Economics, Justice, and Policy Studies, Mount Royal University (Calgary,
Alberta); Jennifer Kuzma, Fulbright Visiting Research Chair in Science and
Society, ISSP, University of Ottawa (Distinguished Professor, North Carolina
State University) and Frank Welsh, Director of Policy, Canadian Public Health
Association. The Discussant was Michelle Driedger, Professor and Canada
Research Chair in Environment and Health Risk Communication, Department
of Community Health Sciences, University of Manitoba.
ISSP Director Monica Gattinger moderated the session.

What if things start to think for themselves?
The Promise and Peril of Artificial Intelligence
The ISSP and the Royal Canadian Institute for Science were delighted to host
the second public panel of the joint panel series on science, society and
policy. Titled What if things start to think for themselves? The Promise
and Peril of Artificial Intelligence, the panel explored the impact of
emerging science and technology innovations on society.
Panel members included Dr. Graham Taylor, Associate Professor of
Engineering, University of Guelph; Dr. Kelly Bronson, Core Member of the
ISSP and Assistant Professor, Sociological and Anthropological Studies,
Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Ottawa, and Dr. Jim Davies, Full
Professor, Institute of Cognitive Science and the School of Computer Science,
Carleton University.
ISSP Senior Fellow Margaret McCuaig-Johnston gave the opening remarks,
while Helle Tosine, Past Board Chair, Royal Canadian Institute for
Science, moderated the session.

https://mailchi.mp/848fc53f6273/issp-news-januaryfebruary-261395?e=ea902b1460
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Teaching/Training

Science Outside the Lab
For the last three years, a program called Science Outside the Lab North
(SOtL North), has been helping graduate students from across the country
learn about science and technology decision-making in Canada. The program
is led by Concordia University and supported by the ISSP at the University of
Ottawa, and takes place at both universities.
This year, SOtL North hosted two groups - for one week each – of masters
and PhD students (27 in total) studying sciences, engineering, social sciences,
and humanities. The groups each spent four days in Ottawa and three days in
Montréal, engaging directly with people in government, non-profit groups,
universities, and companies who work at the intersection of science and
policy.
"After an intensive boot camp on science policy and communication at the
University of Ottawa, we crisscrossed the capital, getting a behind-the-scenes
look at how decisions are actually made," said Professor Mathew Harsh,
Concordia University-based program coordinator. "We wanted to explore the
https://mailchi.mp/848fc53f6273/issp-news-januaryfebruary-261395?e=ea902b1460
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questions: Who is involved? What evidence matters? How does science
intersect with public and private interests and values?"
"Students learned just as much from each other as they did from instructors
and speakers in both cities," observed Eric Kennedy, Arizona State Universitybased program coordinator, which is where the program originated.
For additional information, please contact either Matthew Harsh or Eric
Kennedy.
SOtL North is supported by the Centre for Engineering in Society at Concordia
University, the Institute for Science, Society and Policy at the University of
Ottawa, the University of Waterloo Chair in Science and Society, and the
School for the Future of Innovation in Society at Arizona State University.

The ISSP Collaborative Master's in
Science, Society and Policy
September 2018 marks the fourth year that the ISSP has been offering
its collaborative Master's program with eleven participating departments
and faculties. We've continued to experience a steady rise in the number of
inquiries from students and faculty members alike about the admission
criteria and program requirements.
The

SSP

Collaborative

Master's

program
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for existing graduate students to gain additional training. To be accepted into
the Collaborative Master's program, you must be admitted to one of the
participating programs at the University of Ottawa.
More information can be found here.

ISSP member activities and publications
Paul Dufour, Senior Fellow and Adjunct Professor at the ISSP, published
an op-ed article titled Science in the Service of Statecraft — oh, and
Improving the Human Condition for the AAAS Center For Science and
Diplomacy and also an op-ed article for the Hill Times, titled The
usefulness of relevant knowledge: the Naylor Expert Panel
revisited. He also wrote a new ISSP blog post, titled Because it’s now
2018--- Leadership and gender equity in Canada’s science and
research organizations and programmes.
Monica Gattinger, Director of the ISSP, was featured in an article by The
Globe and Mail titled With Ottawa’s purchase of Trans Mountain,
Trudeau goes from environmental ally to protest target. She was
featured as well in a Reuters article, also published by The New York Times,
titled Pipeline Move a Risk for Canada's Trudeau, but Inaction
Worse. Dr. Gattinger was interviewed by several TV and radio shows, such
as CPAC Revue Politique, Radio-Canada Alberta La Croisee, Radio
Canada British-Columbia Boulevard du Pacifique, Radio-Canada
International, RDI Economie and the CTV National News. All the
interviews were about the purchase by the Canadian government of the
Trans Mountain pipeline.
Jeremy Kerr, Core Member of the ISSP, co-authored, with Soroye, P., N.
Ahmed, the paper Opportunistic citizen science data transforms
understanding of species distributions, phenology, and diversity
https://mailchi.mp/848fc53f6273/issp-news-januaryfebruary-261395?e=ea902b1460
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gradients for global change research, Global Change Biology. He was
interviewed by CBC Radio Quirks and Quarks and featured in their article
titled Scientists say restrictions on neonic pesticides aren't enough
to save bees - we need a ban.
Margaret McCuaig-Johnston, Senior Fellow at the ISSP, presented on
May 17 on "The Challenges and Opportunities in China for Canadian Natural
Resource Sectors" at the Department of Finance Roundtable on China, a
monthly briefing for more than 100 officials from across government. She
also presented June 1 on "China and Canada's S&T Governance
Systems" at a joint meeting of the Chinese Institute for Governance and
Canada's Institute on Governance.
Dr. Dee Williams, 2017 Fulbright Visiting Research Chair in Science and
Society at the ISSP, is a contributing author to the forthcoming IPCC
(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) Special Report on the Ocean
and Cryosphere in a Changing Climate, scheduled for public release in
2019.

(Click on the photo to open the video on Youtube)

Monica Gattinger has a message for you

Editor in chief: Monica Gattinger
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